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PRESIDENT S MESSAGE
Hello,

I hope everyone has a good 1997 bloom season. As I write, Spring
is just starting in northern Michigan and our unusually deep snow
cover is finally melting. Snow cover helps to insulate the plants from
Winter cold so Winter damage to peonies is reduced. The same effect
can be achieved with mulches which also offer the plants advantages
during the growing seasons, such as reduced weed competition and
increased water infiltration and retention. Organic mulches also
help to enrich the soil with organic matter and nutrients as they
decompose.

In USDA hardiness zones 4 or colder, peonies benefit from a
mulch. If there is little snow cover, some varieties of herbaceous
peonies will be killed by low soil temperatures in the Winter when
the same variety with 1 to 2 inches of bark mulch will be fine.
Mulches can also prevent frost damage to flower buds by delaying
plant emergence in early Spring by several days. Some varieties are
prone to flower bud damage in early Spring which results in varying
degrees of deformation or death of the stamens of single and semi-
double blooms.

Often I am asked if peonies will be damaged by a frost when they
are emerged. Peonies are very resistant to cold temperatures and are
generally not injured if the temperature does not drop below 22
degrees F. As with all cold damage, the plant can withstand gradual
temperature changes better than drastic ones. We have had hybrid
peonies emerged 18" tall with an overnight low of 19 degrees F. After
that hard freeze most peonies were drooped to the ground but most
sprang back up within 3 days and went on to bloom just fine; howev
er, seed production that year was eliminated. In most areas, frosts of
that severity would be extremely rare when the peonies are in this
stage of development and thus peonies are rarely damaged by Spring
frosts.

Wishing everyone health, and a good growing season.
Sincerely,
Scott Reath

BULLETIN COVER:
The cover pictures were photographed by Walter Good, Editor,

Schweizer Staudengarten, Switzerland, with Galen Burrell, when en
route to Chicago to attend the American Peony Society convention
and exhibition.
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SPRING ON FIRE ISLAND
Vernon Kidd, New York

A first visit to the Fire Island garden offered Spring weather for
spraying fruit trees and adding low-nitrogen fertilizer around emerg
ing peonies. While I was raking pine needles in the front yard, a
yearling white-tailed buck peered through the fence below the board
walk and seemed happy for my company as he munched on wild hon
eysuckle leaves. After too many deer invasions, perhaps it was
Spring Fever which prompted me to smile, saying, "What are you
doing here?" and "Would you mind dining elsewhere?" They don't
appear to eat peonies, but they do trod on them while eating every
thing else in sight. New fencing keeps them on the outside looking
in. Also new, white peaches, Carolina Belle, Early White Giant (you
can taste them from the pictures in the catalog), and Fall-Red Rasp
berries joined the orchard-peony garden that weekend, which
revealed, for a pleasant change, that all of the roses had survived,
and there I was talking to a deer instead of scolding and shooing it
away.

A miniature apricot waited in the mail, and was rushed into a
new redwood planter on the terrace ahead of an approaching Easter
nor'easter. March gives Spring a hard time in the Northeast, but
nowhere near the devastation in your section of the country. Gale
force wind-driven rain, beach erosion, and the biggest snow storm of
the year was this April Fool's Day's gift, leaving thousands without
power because of snow-snapped wires and poles.

Planting the apricot reminded me of Chris Laning's "Guest"
hybrid peony Sunny Girl, introduced in 1985, which spent the Win
ter of 1990 on the terrace because boats to the island had stopped for
the season. Carefully transferred to the garden the following Spring,
this sunny early yellow double is one of the first to greet the season.
It is pictured on page 62 of the American Hybrid Peony, a history of
the hybrids, which all members would benefit from owning.

The lengthy period of time between introduction and the avail
ability to the general public of these extraordinary new hybrids is but
part of the difficulty faced by hybridizers in getting their efforts to
the public. Another is name recognition. Perhaps peonies need press
agents.

The Saunders hybrid Cytherea, planted in 1995, and new tree
peonies planted last Fall, Reath's Waucedah Princess and
Hollingsworth's Garden Treasure, along with two unnamed tree
peonies from a late friend's garden (I believe one is Hana Kisoi), and
two from Klehm's catalog, Shintenchi and Madame Andre de
Villers, are racing to be the first to bloom.

Herbaceous peonies, set last Fall, with plump new growth and
promise of their first bloom, include White Frost, Rozella, Pink
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Pom Pom and Moonstone from Reath's, and Sass' Hermione and
Gilbertson's Goldilocks from Klehm's, planted in 1995.

Two of the newer peonies from Klehm's catalog, Glasscock's
Salmon Glory and Roy Klehm's introduction from Lyman Cousins'
"Inner Glow" hybrid line, Glowing Raspberry Rose, deserve spe
cial mention. Both are large doubles with stunning color. I have
enjoyed them for two seasons of bloom, and the latter is lovely in
every stage as it fades, even the fallen petals, which retain a two-
toned beauty useful in a table setting. Hopefully, Klehm's will be
able to offer this exceptional flower again soon.

Glasscock-Klehm's Red Grace, selected from a Klehm's folder
mailed to me in 1978, is my particular joy. With its glowing red color
and beauty of form, it has "graced" the garden since that first year,
and it should be in every garden of those wanting a glowing red bomb
of enormous size. Faulted by some as having stems not so sturdy as
Red Charm, a sister seedling and certainly beautiful, Red Grace
may be slightly less sturdy, but both tend to sprawl on the ground
unless supported, as most bombs and doubles in my garden do under
the weight of the water after a rainstorm. Perhaps the sandy soil at
the beach is the cause. An exception, however, is R. W. Tischler's hot
pink, mid-season double Myrtle Tischler, with flowers up to ten or
more inches across and side buds almost as large. Its blooms are
held off the ground even in the rain!

Red Grace, filling the cottage with fragrance, lasting up to two
weeks, is as sturdy as Mrs. FDR, one of my favorite peonies for its
lovely pale pink color and form, and stronger than Sarah Bern
hardt, one of the commercial grower's favorites. If florists offered
Red Grace to customers here, maybe Briscoe Flower Farm in Jeffer-
sonville, NY and other local suppliers will take the hint; it would sell
out every time, particularly with a window display of the red beauty.
Briscoe's list of 26 peonies supplied in 1983 to New York florists, who
seem to go by color rather than name, didn't include Red Grace.
Perhaps by now they are offering it to the trade.

Looking at the new American Peony Society Nomenclature Book
from 1986 to 1996 [and what a handy reference], I was reminded how
each new generation needs to discover these wonderful flowers we
tend to take for granted. To the men and women who "keep the fire
burning," adding new colors and varieties, and more important, mak
ing them available to all, a grateful thank you. Peonies need the help
of every member of the Society acting as publicity agents. A good
photograph, clearly identified of their best blooms, would give new
meaning to the old saying, "a picture is worth a thousand words."
And by offering it to local papers, magazines and/or news organiza
tions, as P.R. publicists do for celebrities, could greatly enhance the
popularity of our favorite flower.

I'm reminded of a performance of Puccini's "Tosca" by the Metro
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politan Opera on tour in Philadelphia's Robinhood Dell with the
great Leonie Rysanek singing the title role. Her Cavaradossi, the
renowned Luciano Pavarotti, received his usual applause at his
entrance. When Rysanek entered, applause from the general audi
ence was smattering, while fans who knew her work were much more
voluble (myself included). When the second act ended on those
hushed orchestral strokes after Tosca places candles by the body of
Scarpia, whom she has just stabbed to death, the audience erupted in
a frenzy, and I could hear people all around asking, "Who is she?"

A sensation in her 1959 Metropolitan Opera debut, as Verdi's
Lady Macbeth, she replaced Maria Callas, who had been fired by
Rudolf Bing. With each subsequent appearance around the world
she has created an excitement onstage that few other artists could
match throughout a career which began in 1952. In her final role at
the Met, she sang the Old Countess in a new production of
Tchaikovsky's "Queen of Spades," using a half-voice and bending
over, aided by a cane. Chills ran through the house when she literal
ly clawed her way from beneath the wooden floor, through splintering
wood, toward the hallucinating Hermann. She was still mesmerizing
after a 44-year career, which ended with her singing Klytemnestra in
Strauss' "Electra" at last summer's Salzburg Festival. Who was she,
indeed! There are a few commercial recordings from her early years,
almost none during her prime, much to the shame of the recording
industry, which cast less-gifted performers in recordings of her
famous roles.

Peonies, like great performers, need publicity as a reminder that
they wait in the wings each Spring to bring joy to every generation.

P.S. Manhattan has a sound compounded of machinery, vehi
cles, subways and commuter trains, ship traffic in the harbors and
rivers, planes flying over from three international airports and end
less traffic jams. All blending into an incessant slurry of sound punc
tuated by the screams of sirens, which try as they may, cannot divert
us from Spring's magic distractions. * *

THE LOST PEONY OF TIBET
Galen Burrell, Ridgefield, Washington

Lost in one of the world's most beautiful and sacred countries is a
mysterious white-flowered peony species. But before something can
be lost it has to be found. No one in the western world even knew
this peony existed until two great plant explorers, Frank Ludlow and
Dr. George Taylor, sat down to lunch one Spring day in 1938 along
the banks of the great Tsangpo River. Sitting in the dense shade of
an oak and holly forest they were surprised to find themselves sitting
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on fruiting plants of what they thought might be a new peony
species. As this was such an important discovery they made the diffi
cult trek back two months later to collect seeds but all they found
were empty seed pods.

Frank Ludlow did not see this new peony again for nine years.
In late April, 1947, he and Colonel H. H. Elliot crossed to the right
bank of the Tsangpo River and halted at the village of Tamnyen.
"Here," Ludlow writes, "I found a new species of paeony. It grew in
great profusion on a shingly alluvial fan and at the first glance its
pure white flowers reminded me forcibly of Paeonia emodi, from
Kashmir, though it was not such a fine plant. A few days later we
found it at Gyala in the very place Dr. Taylor and I accidentally dis
covered it in 1938..." Ludlow and Elliot collected flowering speci
mens and later that year they collected the indigo-blue seeds. Both
the specimens and seeds were sent back to the United Kingdom.

When the specimens arrived in the United Kingdom they were
identified as Paeonia mairei. But after the seeds had grown into
flowering plants it was obvious that this was a new peony species.
Not until 1959, however, was it formally named Paeonia sterniana; in
honor of Sir Frederick C. Stern, author ofA Study of the Genus Paeo
nia.

Interestingly, recent DNA studies by Dr. Tao Sang suggest that
Paeonia sterniana may be a hybrid species whose parents were Paeo
nia emodi and Paeonia mairei.

In reality, Paeonia sterniana, looks very little like any other
peony species. It has deeply incised leaflets with the leaves being
quite leathery, not paper-thin like those of Paeonia emodi or Paeonia
veitchii which also have deeply divided leaflets. Ludlow described
the flowers as being "pure white and remarkably white." This is
probably because the flowers have white filaments which makes the
flowers look even more white than they truly are other white-flow
ered peony species have yellow, pink or red filaments. Flowers are
solitary and 3-4 inches across of all other peony species they most
closely resemble those of Paeonia anomala. It is said to be from 12-
30 inches tall but I'm sure this is determined by where it is grow
ing taller plants in shady, oak-holly forests and shorter plants
amongst shrubbery in stony places.

In 1948 Frank Ludlow made plans to spend an entire flowering
season in the Tsangpo Gorge country a bit to the East of where he
had found Paeonia sterniana. In a 1958 issue of the "Gardeners
Chronicle" Ludlow writes, "but the Tibetan government, fearful of
communist China, withheld their consent for the first time to the last
request I shall ever make of them." The brutal occupation of Tibet
(an estimated 1.2 million Tibetans have lost their lives and 6,000
temples and monasteries have been destroyed and pillaged) by the
People's Republic of China, began in 1949 with the arrival of the Peo
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pie's Liberation Army in Lhasa. Since then China has annexed Tibet
and no one from the West has seen Paeonia sterniana in the wild.

Luckily, even though none of the original plants grown from seed
sent back by Ludlow have survived, a few of their offspring are in
public and private gardens in the United Kingdom. There is one
plant in the Royal Botanical Garden Edinburgh and one in the Royal
Botanical Garden Kew. The plant in Edinburgh has been hand-polli
nated for the past few years and seeds from this plant have been dis
tributed to other botanical gardens and growers of species peonies.

A few years ago I was able to obtain 10 seeds of Paeonia sterni
ana from the plant in Edinburgh. I tried to germinate 5 of the seeds
indoors in vermiculite but I was unsuccessful. Eventually, though,
all 10 seeds germinated in pots outdoors 4 the first year and 6 the
second year. All of the seedlings were identical which would suggest
that they were the result of self-pollination not hybridization.

The seedlings more closely resembled the wild tree peony species,
Paeonia lutea ssp. ludlowii, than any herbaceous peony species. This
should probably not be surprising since both species grow along the
Tsangpo River and have hence been under the same evolutionary
pressures.

I planted two of the first four seedlings in a raised bed composed
primarily of compost and loam. These succumbed the first Winter to
a fungal disease. The other two seedlings were planted on a mound
which was made up of loam, top soil, sand, and a great deal of gravel.
These seedlings survived. Hopefully one day they will flower and
produce offspring.

In the past decade, China has realized that tourists will pay a
great deal of money to visit a place as beautiful as Tibet. For that
reason, botanical tours have been allowed into the Tsangpo River
Gorge. No one on any of these tours has seen Paeonia sterniana, but
to my knowledge they have not visited the exact locations where Lud
low found this plant.

In 1994, Dr. Tao Sang saw herbarium sheets (dried specimens) of
Paeonia sterniana at the University of Lhasa, in the capitol of Tibet,
which were from plants collected in the early 1980s. These plants
were collected near Bomi, a town that lies to the North and East of
the Tsangpo Gorge. No exact location was written on the herbarium
sheets and subsequently Dr. Tao Sang was unable to find Paeonia
sterniana in the countryside around Bomi.

With the rapid destruction of Tibet's natural resources by the
People's Republic of China it is possible that a plant with such a lim
ited range as Paeonia sterniana may have been exterminated. On
the other hand, maybe it's just waiting to be rediscovered. If it is
found again, hopefully steps will be taken by the Chinese govern
ment to protect what plants remain in the wilds of Tibet.
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SELECT YOUR PEONIES NOW
FOR FALL PLANTING

When the peonies bloom, select the plants that you would like to
grow in your garden. More people grow peonies as garden flowers
than for any other purpose. In any flower garden the most important
thing is the bloom. A plant without good flowers ia a poor plant, so is
a flower with poor color.

Form in a flower is important. A good form and good color is the
personality of that particular plant. In addition, more people use
them for cut flowers in the house. Fragrance is a plus if the aroma is
pleasant, and can add to the value of the variety. There are also
peonies that have no fragrance but the beauty of the flower is all that
is required, as you will find in the wonderful hybrid peonies. The col
ors are so vibrant, so intense, so outstanding in the garden and in the
house, that nothing else is considered.

Floriferousness is really a part of the plant habit. All peonies of
this modern age do have strong stems that support any bloom or
number of bloom on a plant. Strong stems hold up large full double
flowers, while slender stems hold the flower that might be a single or
Japanese.

There are early, mid-season, and later varieties as to their period
of bloom. This gives you an opportunity to enjoy the bloom over a
longer length of time. Cut your buds at the correct stage of opening
and put them in your refrigerator at a temperature 32-40 degrees F.
They will open when put on display at a later date.

Enjoy your peonies!
* *

REGISTRATIONS
LaDONNA (Don Hollingsworth), Maryville, Missouri, 1997.

Seedling #1857. Parentage Nippon Gold x Cytherea. First
bloomed before 1980.

Medium pink and yellow petals, in two fluffy layers of pink
petals, separated by a full collar of yellow staminodes, with a center
tuft of yellow staminodes.

Hybrid, many petals form a flat double flower. Strong stems, 32-
34 in. height, mid-season, medium green large leaflets retaining color
into mid-season.

NEW BOOK NOW AVAILABLE
1986-1996 checklist is a record of peonies present and past. The

third division of the book lists all hybridizers with their introduc
tions, year, type and color. There is a division on tree peonies and the
first part of the book has a full description of all peonies introduced
in the past ten years. Postpaid $15.00.
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PROPAGATING PEONIES
by Silvia Saunders

HERBACEOUS PEONIES
To propagate any herbaceous peony, dig up the plant; cut off all

the stems to one-inch, wash it clean with a hose, and using a very
sharp knife, divide it carefully. Be sure that the buds (or "eyes")
remain with the roots that directly nourish them. It is good to have
three or more eyes to each division. Plant these with the eyes no
more than 1 or 1-1/2 inches deep. The hole should have been pre
pared well ahead, with nice topsoil and an organic fertilizer. Fall is
the best time for dividing. The plant is dormant, yet the divisions
have a chance to become established in their new holes before the
onset of frost.

TREE PEONIES
Tree Peonies and their hybrids are propagated by grafting, a pro

cedure more easily learned by watching than by reading. The idea is
to cut off a section of tree peony stem, taper it to a wedge shape, and
insert it into a slit in the end of an herbaceous peony root. (The stem
we call the scion; the herbaceous root is the understock. The latter
will act as "nurse" till the scion has sprouted its own rootlets; a ques
tion of time.)

A long stem is cut into sections 3 to 5 inches long, each containing
one, or better yet, two, small but plump buds in its leaf-joints. This is
essential. Beware of leaf joints which enclose only a measely little
snip; this is worthless. The bud must look as if it contained some
thing, as indeed it does: your future plant. Use the top of the1 stem,
too, with its fat terminal bud.

For the understock, any ordinary peony is good, except Paeonia
officinalis which suckers. Take a piece of root, 4-6 inches long, and
into one end, cut a wedge-shaped slit that will exactly receive the
scion as you insert it. Tie them tightly together. This is your graft.
Immerse for a half-hour in a clorox solution (one tablespoonful to a
gallon of water) to help keep fungus away. You may also brush melted
wax or paraffin around and over the "join" to help keep it air- and
moisture-proof.

Tree peonies are not harmed by having scion material cut from
them; they can even be very severely pruned without harm. Fall is
the best time for grafting; then you get your new grafts into the
ground well before frosts. If not ready to plant out your grafts imme
diately, you may hold them in a pile of sawdust or earth, kept moist
(not wet, and covered from rains with plastic sheeting) up to several
weeks if need be. Theoretically, the graft "knits" in the cool moisture,
and so is much more impervious to frost damage. Grafts should be
planted with the top of the scion well below ground level: 3 or 4 inch
es at least. Plant vertically, or slant in a trench. If you wish, bank
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over them a mound of earth, with or without evergreen boughs, or
some other insulation for the first Winter. This should all be
removed in Spring. Even the best and most experienced nurserymen
usually lose half their grafts the first year.

*
NEVER BE DISCOURAGED

Those who have never raised any peonies from seed might easily
feel discouraged about trying it after reading the articles in the Bul
letin telling of the painstaking methods and supplies needed for the
advanced breeding now being tried, and so very promising.

All one needs to do is to pick some seed and plant it as soon as
picked, then wait about five years until it produces a satisfactory
bloom.
If he wants to cross pollinate, all he needs to do is to gather

pollen and transfer it to other blooms then open. Or if he has to keep
the pollen for a few days, no special treatment just spread it out
thin on a plate in the house.
If the bees have pollinated a bloom that you also treat, he may

beat you at it, or maybe not. If you get to a bloom first, anything the
bees do later won't change what you have done. I bagged pollenized
blooms only once. A hot rain and wet spell after, spoiled every cross I
made, but some crosses I made at the same time without bagging did
very well. So I forgot all about bagging blooms.

Edward Auten, Jr.*
FORMERLY WILLIAM GRATWICK TREE

PEONIES (Same Location)
(We are using the name Linwood Tree Peonies now, rather than

William Gratwick Tree Peonies.)
LINWOOD
1912 York Rd.
Pavilion, NY 14525 716/584-3913
The Linwood Gardens will be open to the public for the Tree

Peony Festival on May 31 & June 1, and June 7 & 8, from 9am to
5pm. * Also, this special event:

The MAKING of the TREE PEONY HYBRID
Sunday, June 1 10-12pm Fee: $20

The tree peonies will be in full bloom during this tour of the Lin
wood Collection. Enjoy the rich diversity of the different varieties
and learn about the making of the hybrid flower from the selection
of the parent plants and the process of pollination, to the collecting
and growing of the new seed. NASSOS DAPHNIS
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PARTS OF A PEONY FLOWER

CARPELODE
ANTHER
STIGMA
PETALODE
GUARD PETAL
CARPEL (PISTIL)
SEPAL

Disc not shown at base of flower.

" THE FLOWER
The peony flower is composed of the following parts: Sepals, the

outer green covering of the bud, which is never transformed; Petals,
the colored leaves, of which there are five or more, depending on the
type of flower. Stamens, the male organs of the peony, consisting of
the anthers (the pollen sacs), and the filaments, which are hair-like
bodies that support the anthers. The stamens are usually yellow,
though the filaments may be other colors. Carpels or pistils, the
female organs, which, when impregnated, form seed pods, and stig
mas, the tips of the carpels, which receive the pollen. The carpels are
usually some shade of green, but may turn to other colors with age.
The stigmas are of many different colors, varying with each variety.
Disc, the base to which the petals, etc. are attached, and on which
often appear seed-like bodies of many colors around the base of the
carpels, or a sheath surrounding the carpels as in some hybrid and
tree peonies.

Begin now to pollinate some of your favorite peony bloom. In the
Fall, gather your seed pods, plant your seed.

Children should know how to pollinate hybridizers of the
future.

Seed should be ripe in about 12 weeks. You only need two things
to pollinate peonies a bloom with carpels large enough to set seed,
and some pollen to apply to the stigmas. All the rest is a matter of
your desire and how far you want to go in achieving your ultimate
aim in hybridizing.

For more information, order a copy of the book by John Wister,
editor. Read everything in it pertaining to peony species, existing
hybrids, and hybridizing.

*
If you cut a tree, plant a tree.

It is nature's replaceable energy.
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PEONIES IN ALASKA
(LETTER TO CHRIS LANING, FROM ROBERTA SHELDON,

TALKEETNA, ALASKA)
Dear Mr. Laning,
THANK YOU SO MUCH for all the peony seeds. I was quite sur

prised and pleased to get them.
The pictures I sent you two summers ago were of the first two

blooms I got. This past Summer all the plants I got to maturity from
your peony seed erupted in growth and bloom, and pictures of some
of these are enclosed.

It might interest you to know how hardy these plants are. Last
Winter (95/96) we had an unprecedented lack of snow. Only 1-1/2
inches up to early February. Heavy frost moved down ten feet into the
ground, and we were all worried about perennials surviving. Many
people lost certain perennials. Every one of the plants I grew from
your peony seed survived, despite lack of snow cover and -20° below
temperatures in January. This really speaks highly of these plants.

Further, many of us had slow growing/maturing plants this past
Summer because it took most of the Summer for the frost in the
ground to thaw. This cold frost melt then leeched/seeped upward and
"stunned" the roots of many plants. But not the peony plants they
bloomed beautifully and profusely.

Thank you again for sending the seeds. I am rather new to peony
cultivation, but am slowly learning.

In 1990, you kindly sent me peony seed, free of charge. I was not
able to plant them until 1991. I got better than 80% germination.
Two of the plants bloomed last Summer. I was really thrilled at their
beauty. Do not know which type they are but they are lovely single
peonies. All of my others are doubles I've never seen a single peony!
Mine were so delicate, almost translucent in their fragile beauty.

I've moved from the gentle soil of Northern Virginia to the rocky
and clay soil of Northwest Arkansas. Since mid- January I've been
digging holes and replacing soil for the 600 or so peonies that I
brought with me.
I stored roots every which way in plastic pots with a mixture of

peat, top soil and sand. It seems the drier the mixture, the better, up
to a point. There was some root rot on a few that were at the very
surface of the pots. Leaving the pots outside for a month in periodi
cally sub-freezing temperature may have had something to do with
that. As a parting gift, my friend, Margaret Thomas, gave me fifteen
years of back issues of the American Peony Society Bulletins. What a
treat they have been to read. Please renew my membership for three
more years. , . . _, ... . ,Henry Chotkowski, Fayetteville, Arkansas
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The past year was a great peony year in Holland, in spite of the
late frost in April, and the tropical temperatures in June. Dutchess
de Nemour was frozen completely in April, and the early Edulus
Superba was flowering with temperatutres 28C by day, in June. We
did not have the time to cut them, but we had enough flowers the
past year, about 700,000. I hope that this year will be the same.

Kees Karsten, Zwaagdiik, Holland

Enclosing a list of peonies that are fragrant for me
Big Ben Hermione Top Brass Peach Fluff
Jayhawker White Frost Henry Potin Irwin Altman
Leading Lady Myrtle Tischler Myra MacRae Lady Kate
Courage Pink Pearl Walter Faxon Carolina Moon
James Pillow Mothers Choice Pink Wonder
I cut a bouquet of Myra MacRae lovely fragrance. It did not

drop its petals as the bloom dried up. The fragrance was still notice
able from several feet away, for a week after the color was gone from
the petals.

I have a number of Mr. Bigger' s peonies, and am especially fond
of Pink Derby. The color of Trafford Bigger is different from any
other that I have. It also sets seed pods, as does Pink Derby.
Orange Lace is especially pretty.

My sister and I have found Autens Red to be as nice as Red
Charm. It blooms a little later, and a little darker, but just as beau
tiful. Postilion was outstanding in my sister's garden. It was tall
and large, and the color was brilliant among a number of nice reds.
Huge flower, also.

I am interested in species, and Galen Burrell's notes are enjoy
able. He has been especially helpful to me in studying Paeonia
brownii, which is quite plentiful in this area.

Anne Oveson, 71735 Dougherty Loop, Wallowa, Oregon

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING,
BANQUET ROOM 9:00 P.M.

JUNE 14TH, 1997.
The Board of Directors having served their term of office and

expiring in June are:
Greta M. Kessenich, Joseph Glocka, Vernon Kidd, Scott Reath,
and C.F. Spangler. There is one vacancy and the nominee is
Galen Burrell.
All the above names will be placed in nomination for three con

secutive years.
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GALEN BURRELL, NOMINEE FOR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Galen Burrell grew up on a farm near Marengo, Iowa. In their
yard they had (and still have) a row of Memorial Day peonies, which
he always loved. This is where his interest in peonies began.

He has a BS degree in Wildlife Biology with a minor in Botany
and an MS degree in Wildlife Science. When he worked as a biolo
gist, most of his jobs involved plant taxonomy and ecology.

For the past 14 years he has worked as a freelance nature pho
tographer. He has two books of his photography (primarily birds)
published in Japan, and has also illustrated 10 children's books with
his photography.

For the past 7 years he has tried to obtain authentic species
peony seeds, and learn the best ways to germinate these seeds and
then how to grow these plants on to flowering. Recently he started a
small nursery which will specialize in species peonies and hellebores.
The nursery started because of lack of space in which to grow the
many species plants he started growing from seed.

He is the North American coordinator of the Species Peony Inter
national Network. Last year he attended the first Species Peony
International Network meeting in Hof, Germany.

Presently he is experimenting on the best methods to self and
cross-pollinate authentic plants of all species of peonies to obtain true
species seeds. He is also still experimenting with the best way to
grow species peonies and hopes to define the hardiness, one day, of
each species. He also spends time hybridizing three of his favorite
species peonies, Paeonia parnassica, Paeonia cambessedesii and
Paeonia obovata.

He has registered one Paeonia mlokosewitschii hybrid (Anika)
and one tree peony hybrid (Cameron).

He has a wife, Jean, and a 5-year-old daughter, Anika.
* *

HOW MANY KINDS OF PEONIES ARE THERE?
by Dr. James W. Waddick

Peonies have been grown in gardens for centuries both in the
west and the far east. Keen gardeners have selected and named hun
dreds of varieties and they are much loved around the world in gar
dens and as the subject of art and design. Today we have not only a
wealth of old and still highly admired varieties, but a bewildering
array of 'new' peonies. Gardeners are confronted by Tree Peonies,
Itoh Hybrids, and more. This got me to thinking: just how many dif
ferent "kinds" of peonies are there? Well, it depends on how you look
at them. So let's do a criss-cross review of what our choice is today.

BOTANICAL PEONIES: Peonies are all members of the family
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Paeoniaceae which was once included in the Ranunculaceae along
with Buttercups, Clematis, Hellebores, etc. Most authorities include
only the genus Paeonia with some 33 to 35 species, but some
botanists add the genus Glaucidium with its single Japanese species
G. palmatum. This species will not be discussed here. The most
recent review of the taxonomy of the genus Paeonia divides the
species into three quite different groups.

The first "kind" of peonies is the herbaceous peonies which is also
the largest group. The scientific name of this assembly is Section
Paeon which includes the vast majority of species. Of course, west
ern gardens were first introduced to the peonies native to Central
and Eastern Europe. Primary among these and still widely grown
are Paeonia officinalis and P. mascula.

These are the herbaceous peonies and typical of those plants
grown most widely in gardens around the world. They are as the
group name suggests, herbaceous, i.e. they die down to the ground
during their Winter dormant period. New growth in general begins in
early Spring, strong stems emerge from the ground either showing
obvious flower buds or soon forming tall stems with flower buds. The
flower colors range from white through pink to red tones. Many selec
tions of P. officinalis were made and grown in European gardens.

One species from the Caucuses Mountains is Paeonia mlokose-
witschii, quite a mouthful. This species grows to about three feet in
height, and bears clear yellow flowers the only true yellow flowering
herbaceous peony species. There are also numerous species surround
ing the Mediterranean Sea and especially in and around Greece.

Among the treasures brought back from Chinese and Japanese
voyages of discovery were new peonies highlighting the Chinese
species. P. lactiflora which, as the name suggests, has milky white
flowers although varieties with pink and red flowers are also known.
This hardy, easy-to-grow peony quickly became the base for hundreds
of selected varieties of garden peonies. Other Chinese and Japanese
species were introduced into European gardens.

As more of these Asian peonies were collected and grown, a vari
ety of research studies have suggested that these herbaceous peonies
were actually divisible into two distinct taxonomic groups.

Subsection Foliolatae is the larger group, and includes those
species with lower leaves divided into nine to sixteen leaflets.
Approximately twenty-four of the species are included here including
P. officinalis, P. lactiflora, P. mlokosewitschii and others. The smaller
group, Section Dissectifoliae, includes a half dozen or so species with
lower leaves much dissected or divided into twenty five or more
leaflets. The commonest species is P. tenuifolia known as the "Fern-
leaf Peony" because of its finely dissected foliage. Other species are
less widely grown and some very poorly known in the wild.

The explorations of Asia by European plant explorers also
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brought an amazing peony revelation: the Tree peony. Unlike the
well known herbaceous peony, the tree peony is a true woody plant.
Although never growing to tree-size dimensions, the tallest species
can grow to eight or ten feet and its woody stems live for many years.
These tree peonies also showed a wide range of colors and forms
including a good bright yellow.

It did not take long for these to come into European and Ameri
can gardens, and for the hybridizer to mix and match in a wide array
of colors. The commonest species is Paeonia suffruticosa.

The tree peonies include up to eight or more species. This is a
group of plants whose relationships are very poorly known, but Chi
nese botanists are currently studying their structure and natural dis
tribution. New awareness of their relationship suggest there are two
separate divisions. All tree peonies are members of the Section
Moutan. This is a variation on the Chinese name for these plants
"Mudan." The Section is further divided into four species headed by
P. suffruticosa (renamed P. rockii) in the Subsection Vaginatae, while
the remaining three or four species including P. delavayi and the yel
low P. lutea are in the Subsection Delavayanae.

The final and smallest group of peonies is also not very well
known or widely grown: the American native peonies. M6st people
are not even aware of the fact that there actually are peonies native
to the United States, but two quite distinct species are found in our
western states. Paeonia brownii is found in the Pacific northwest
including California, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon and
Washington. It is a short plant of the high desert environments with
nodding dark red flowers. The other species, P. californica, is
restricted to a few parts of central and southern California, but it
grows primarily during the Winter rainy season and has proven very
difficult to cultivate outside its native range.

These two very distinct species are isolated from all other peonies
and placed in a unique Section Onaepia in the genus. It is only with
in the past few years when avid gardeners have taken up the chal
lenge of growing these odd species with some degree of success. It is
still too early to determine their wider adaptability, but these peonies
remain in the hands of dedicated collectors.

To summarize: the botanical or scientific groups of peonies
include the following:

Genus Paeonia
Section Onaepia American Peonies
Section Paeon Herbaceous Peonies

Subsection Foliolatae
Subsection Dissectifoliae

Section Moutan Tree Peonies
Subsection Vaginatae
Subsection Delavayanae
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This is the current botanical view of peonies.
HORTICULTURAL PEONIES: This is a more complex arrange

ment since it has been influenced by modern hybridization and mar
keting. Here we have names like "Hybrid Peonies," "Japanese
Peonies," etc. I hope I can explain.

Garden peonies: Until about fifty years ago, the vast majority of
peonies grown in gardens were simply selections of species and most
ly of the Chinese species Paeonia lactiflora. By growing numerous
seedlings and continued selection, horticulturists were able to devel
op a wide variety of peony cultivars. Developments expanded the col
or range to all shades of white through pale pink, rose, reds, and
maroons approaching purple shades. Today many people also refer to
these as "Chinese Peonies." They are the common or "Garden
Peonies."

Flower forms of most wild species is a simple flower of five or
more petals arranged in a single row around the central floral parts.
This simple flower is today known as a "Single Flowered Peony." By
selecting plants with more petals and modified floral parts, garden
ers have been able to produce a range of flower forms. The American
Peony Society recognizes the following forms:

Single as described above. Perhaps the best known is the pure
white "Krinkled White," but others are "Man-O-War," "Topeka
Garnet," and "Sea Shell."

Japanese These flowers have the simple arrangement of five or
more large outer petals, but the central floral parts are modified.
Normally there are many pollen bearing stamens in the center of the
single peony flower. Here they are converted to structures called
"staminodes." The flowers are nearly or completely without pollen
and the staminodes may be wide, ruffled or of a contrasting color to
the petals. Some common cultivars include "Isani-Gidui," "Moon of
Nippon," "Charm" and "Westerner."

Semi-double These feature the same five or more large petals
with an additional row of inner (sometimes smaller) petals and
pollen-bearing stamens. There are a wide range of forms that consti
tute this class and some have as few as eight or ten petals total while
others may have many more petals, but the pollen-bearing center is
always quite evident. Some well known varieties include "Miss
America," "Bev," "Cheddar Surprise" and many more.

Double Again the five or more outer petals are present, but all
of the center of both stamens and carpels have been transformed into
petals forming a ball of petals. Some of the floral parts may be hid
den in the mass of petals, but they are usually devoid of pollen and of
poor fertility. These have become the most common and popular of
modern peonies. Cultivars include: "Bowl of Cream," "Myrtle Gen
try," "Festiva Maxima," "Kansas," "Karl Rosenfeld" and many
more.
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Two other types are also encountered: "Anemone" like a Japan
ese, the stamens are transformed into staminodes, but usually wider
and far more prominent as petalodes. These are sometime included
in the Japanese and include varieties such as "Butterbowl" and
"Primevere."

The "Bomb" form consists of a definite outer ring or plate of five
or more petals holding a full usually very rounded cluster of many
smaller petals. Technically a double, it resembles the now out-of-
fashion dessert called a "bombe." Some varieties are: "Festiva
Supreme," "Charlie's White," "Mons. Jules Elie," and "Big Ben."

All of these flower forms can be found in the full range of colors
in the Chinese or Garden peonies. These forms are also used as a
standard for other kinds of peonies.
HYBRID HERBACEOUS PEONIES: Today, gardeners have

another range of peonies to choose from, the Hybrid Peonies. Simply
stated, these are hybrids (crosses) between two species of peonies or
between varieties of two species of peonies. The oldest known hybrid
was between P. lactiflora, the Chinese Peony, and P. tenuifolia the
Fern Leaf Peony. These hybrids are still common today such as
"Early Scout," "Laddie" and others. During the early part of this
century even more species were grown specifically to explore hybrid
possibilities so that certain new plant and flower color combinations
could be explored. Most notably the introduction of yellow from the
species P. mlokosewitschii and the bright crimson red of P. peregrina.

The highpoint of hybrid peony development is traced back to
Prof. A. P. Saunders who involved two, three and four different
species into complex genetic arrangements. His achievements have
not been bettered to this day, and many of his varieties are the back
bone of modern hybrid peonies.

These hybrid peonies are in most cases no more difficult to grow
than Common peonies some are even more vigorous and a few are
challenging. Some of the new hybrid developments lead to the coral,
salmon and lavender shades now found in peonies as well as other
yellow shades. Strong stems that do not flop in heavy rain are often
combined in these hybrids and the foliage displays a range from fine
lacy cut leaf form to bold broad leaves. Perhaps one of the biggest
additions to our gardens has been the extension of bloom season with
the earliest Hybrid Peonies blooming a month or more before Garden
Peonies and extending the flowering season through and beyond
them. Another new feature of the Hybrid Peonies is the development
of pastel flower colors. Instead of strong red, pink or white flowers of
the species, some hybrids are indefinable shades of pale peach, a
whole range of toned pinks and totally new color combinations. We
now have bigger flowers of more colors and a longer bloom season
than a century ago.

These hybrid peonies have been slow in getting into gardens but
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a new interest in all peonies has put a big demand on these gems.
All of the flower forms mentioned can also be found in the hybrids.

I am reluctant to name too many of the best and newest to avoid
favoritism, but I must mention a few such as "Coral Sunset," "Lit
tle Red Gem," "Windflower," "Burma Ruby," "Paula Fay,"
"Flame," "Claire de Lune," "Sanctus," "Lavender," "White Inno
cence," "Red Charm" to name just a very few.
HYBRID TREE PEONIES: Today's modern tree peonies are

hybrids of various woody species. This process also begun by Prof.
Saunders has developed new colors and larger flowers. There are
now yellow, peach and apricot flowers, intriguing blends of shades
and blooms up to eight inches and more across. Traditional Japanese
and Chinese varieties have also become more widely available and
these include the many Chinese purples as well as odd "greens" and
"blacks" (dark red).

Today's gardener can select from various 'kinds' of tree peonies:
European (mostly early French hybrids), American (based on the
work of Saunders and his followers William Gratwick and Nassos
Daphnis), as well as traditional Japanese and Chinese varieties.

ITOH HYBRIDS: Perhaps the latest and greatest peony surprise
has been based on the work of the Japanese hybridizer Toichi Itoh
who crossed a French hybrid Tree Peony with a Japanese Garden
Peony cultivar and produced a set of plants that was in many ways
intermediate between these two very different kinds of peonies. The
flowers were the bright clear yellow of tree peonies and the foliage
had the bold shape more typical of tree peonies, but the plant habit is
totally deciduous like herbaceous peonies. These hybrids proved to
be hardy and vigorous. These first four plants are known as Itoh
hybrids and include his original seedlings: "Yellow Dream," Yellow
Heaven," "Yellow Emperor" and Yellow Crown" all fairly similar.

The news of this unlikely hybrid has inspired many new hybrids
and today we have a range of hybrids between Tree and Herbaceous
Peonies. They promise a range of flower colors found in the best of
the tree peonies, but growing on plants with an herbaceous habit.
Some of the newer crosses include "Garden Treasure," "Bartzella,"
and "Rose Fantasy." Many hybridizers are trying to come up with
new Itoh hybrids.

To summarize the Horticultural Groups of peonies we have:
Herbaceous peonies:

Common or Garden Peonies
Hybrid Peonies

Tree Peonies
European (French) Tree Peonies
American Tree Peonies
Japanese Tree Peonies
Chinese Tree Peonies

Itoh Hybrid Peonies
All of these come in Single, Japanese, Semi-double, Double and
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other flower forms described by the American Peony Society.
The Kinds of Peonies: There are five different botanical types of

peonies, seven horticultural types of peonies, and as many commer
cial types as nurserymen can come up with. Multiply these with the
forms available for each kind and the color range for that form and
there is a large number of possibilities. You may be seeking a semi-
double, yellow, herbaceous hybrid peony, and you may find it; but the
dream of a white, single, American native peony is still not attained.

Today's gardeners have a wider array of kinds of peonies avail
able than ever before. The newest kind of peonies, the Itoh Hybrids,
are still at their beginnings to develop single flowered, white, or pur
ple flowered varieties. There are even more new 'kinds' of peonies
waiting to be developed.

WHAT RESULTS MAY BE EXPECTED
FROM YOUR PEONIES?

The first Spring after planting, a standard division will make one
or more stems six or more inches high. Do not be discouraged if the
growth is low and only one stem appears. It may bloom and it may
not. There is nothing to worry about if it does not. Many of the most
successful growers never allow a plant to bloom the first year. If you
cannot resist the temptation to let it bloom, cut the flower as soon as
it fades, immediately below the bloom. Do not allow seed to form.
These first-year blooms are often not typical of the variety. If they
are not, do not write the grower that the plant is untrue to name.
You are probably mistaken. They rarely give you a true picture of
the variety.

The second year, the number of stems is usually double the num
ber that came the first year, and the growth is taller. The blooms, if
any, are nearer normal. Cut all blooms immediately after flowering,
with short stems. Some varieties take several years to make normal
flowers or even any kind at all.

The third-year growth, also, generally doubles that of the second
year and the blooms should be normal in every way. Do not cut the
stems too long. After the third year, the increase is slower, and after
the eighth or tenth year, there may be none. The finest flowers are
produced from plants four to ten years old, though many varieties
may give exhibition blooms for twenty or more years. Plants that
have been well cared for, will often live longer than the owner. There
are many from fifty to a hundred years old that are still going strong.
If they are forced into abnormal growth by the use of stimulants they
will give out in a few years.
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AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY CONVENTION
AND EXHIBITION. JUNE 13-14-15, 1997

ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS,
HAMILTON ONTARIO CANADA

NASSOS DAPHNIS A LIFE FOR
ART AND PEONIES

Walter Good, Editor, Schweizer Staudengarten, Switzerland
"If the eye were not sun-like, how could it ever see the sun?

(Goethe, Zahme Xenien III)
After a period of several decades in which tree peonies were out

of fashion, there has now for some years been a veritable tree peony
bloom. This bloom, however, has a flaw: though it is, of course, nice
that garden lovers turn more and more to the queen or king of flow
ers, the market overflows with cheap offers from Japan and Holland.
Many garden centers offer tree peonies cheaply, but their only criteri
on is colour. As a rule these peonies are indiscriminate Japanese
sorts or seedlings. This may satisfy the ordinary garden lover who
simply wants to have a beautiful tree peony with red, white or pink
flowers. It cannot satisfy, however, the genuine peony lover, who
would like to cultivate special sorts, such as e.g. the pink 'Shentenchi'
with the dark carpels, or the white Shimane Hakugan,' which has
almost black carpels.

The American lutea-hybrids (crossings between Paeonia lutea
and Japanese forms of Paeonia suffruticosa [To simplify matters they
will be called "Moutan" in the following article] are hardly obtainable
in Europe and are moreover partly very expensive; so it is small won
der that these creations of the American art of crossbreeding are so
difficult to find in Europe.

The following portrayal of the Greek-American peony breeder
Nassos Daphnis would like to present to the reader the sorts of one of
the most significant American peony breeders and to help the spread
ing of Lutea hybrids in Europe.

The following article deliberately goes into details in order to give
the interested peony lover an insight into the practical work of breed
ing. Above all, the seed- and pollen-plants are added to the respec
tive sorts. Some peony friends may be motivated by this article to try
out crossings in their gardens themselves. Thereby it is to be taken
into consideration that the fertility increases with the increasing
Moutan share i.e. BC1, BC2 crossings are much more fertile than die
first F1-crossings.

From the Peleponnes to the Hudson River
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In 1931, in the middle of the Great Depression, a 16-year-old
Greek boy landed in New York. Like many of his contemporaries who
emigrated to the country of unlimited possibilities, the young Greek
hoped to make his fortune in America. He was born in a little village
Krockeai near Sparta on the 23rd of July, 1914, just before the out
break o^/he first world war. His father emigrated some years before
in the USA. The family had to wait two weeks for the ship. In this
time, the young Nassos Daphnis became acquainted the first time
with the antic art of the Greek monuments and museums, and he
started to be interested in art and painting.

The son of a Greek farmer had a close relationship with nature,
due to his roots. His father had taught him how to graft olive- and
peach trees. As a 7-year-old boy he accompanied his father to his
orchard and wondered why trees bore only one kind of fruit. His
father wasn't able to explain to him why on one tree there could only
grow one kind of fruit, be it apple, pears, olives, etc. So he learned
the art of grafting and tried grafting apple scions onto pear trees,
etc.: which, of course, proved a failure. So he experimented with
grafting culture scions of the respective trees onto the wild forms on
the same trees.

The florist takes up painting
Here in the great metropolis on the American east coast he started

work in his uncle's flower-shop, and so earned his living. In the follow
ing 8 years Nassos Daphnis worked in this shop and became familiar
with the world of cultivated flowers. But making a living in his
uncle's shop was not enough for the young Greek: he also began to
paint. He taught himself the techniques of painting and painted
landscapes and flowers in a naive manner.

The encounter with peonies
According to his own words it was through painting that fate

showed him the way to the tree peonies. In 1938 he exhibited his pic
tures in the Contemporary Art Gallery in New York. His friend,
Stephen Bourgeois, a historian of Art, took the Gratwicks to this
exhibition. William Gratwick was a well-known peony-cultivator. He
invited the young Daphnis to his peony nursery in Pavilion, a small
town in the north of the State of New York. The young man gladly
accepted the invitation and in Spring 1939 he went to Pavilion. After
a long drive he saw the first time numerous Japanese tree peonies in
full bloom. His first impulse was to catch the beauty and elegance of
these flowers by painting them. From 1939 to 1942 he went to Pavil
ion every Spring to paint tree peonies in the Gratwick Nursery. In
1942 he joined the army, traveled the whole length of Italy from the
south to the north. In 1945 he was dismissed from the army; in
Spring of 1946 he stayed again in Gratwick's Nursery; but now he
felt the urge not only to paint tree peonies but to create new sorts
himself.
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The breeding basis
Nassos Daphnis began his intensive breeding work which was to

last 50 years. Like his predecessors Lemoine and Henri, the two
French pioneers in the breeding of Lutea-hybrids, Nassos Daphnis
wanted to combine the beauty of the Moutan-forms from Japan with
the vitality and the colours of Paeonia lutea and Paeonia delawayi.
The two Frenchmen, of course, did not have the great genetic variety
of parent plants at their disposal that Nassos Daphnis found at
Gratwick Nursery. They used pollen of heavy double Chinese
Moutan-forms, and as parent plants they took the few Lutea-forms
then available, whose stalks were often weak and whose flowers
drooped extremely into the foliage - "negative" qualities which are
also peculiar to the hybrids they created, e.g. 'Chromatella,' 'Alice
Harding,' Madame Louis,' Souvenir du Prof. Maxime Cornu,'
L'Esperance' and 'La Lorraine.' It is interesting to know that
these first old European Lutea-hybrids are sold in Japan under the
following names: 'Kinshi' ('Chromatella'), 'Kinkou' ('Alice Harding'),
Kinkaku' ( Souvenir du Prof. Maxime Cornu ), 'Kintei' ('L'Esperance')
and Kinyou' ('La Lorraine ).
I put negative into astericks, because these magnificent garden

plants just need proper planting to stand out well. They are best
planted on slightly raised positions, such as little hillocks or ter
races so they can be looked at from below, and so the beauty of
these historic Lutea-hybrids from France can be fully admired.

Professor Saunders was the first to carry on the work of the two
French pioneers. In 1943, he wrote about these crossings:
"In Southern China there is another wild shrubby peony which came

into culture a little before 1890. It bears small flowers of a bright
buttercup yellow color and is called Paeonia lutea. There is a closely
related from Paeonia delawayi in which the blooms are dark
mahogany red.

As soon as Paeonia lutea had reached the blooming stage in France
where the first seedlings were raised, the great Lemoine began to
make crosses between this plant and the Chinese tree peonies. The
results appeared after some years in the production of a grand new
race of large-flowered peonies in which the predominant color was
yellow. 'L'Esperance,' 'La Lorraine,' 'Souvenir de Maxime Cor
nu' these were the first name varieties to be offered to the public.
These plants opened up an entirely new vista in peony culture. M.
Lemoine has continued his breeding experiments and has, since
1906, introduced about a dozen new and striking novelties. But in
spite of the exciting possibilities in this race of hybrids no work has
been done in that direction in Europe in more recent years except by
Lemoine himself, and all the hybrids that have been made in this
country are found in my own garden.

Here in this cross is a veritable gold mine for any plant breeder, and I
hope it will not be long before at least a few intelligent hybridists
will devote some attention to these crosses. Their range of color
includes clear yellows from pale to deep golden, yellows more or less
stained with reddish, reds in many shades, deep maroons, whites,
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and among the newest of my own hybrids a few in which pale pink is
laid on a background of yellow.

The flowers are often of very large size and vary from singles to full dou
bles. Their season is a little later than the tree peonies; these begin
to bloom here in northern New York about May 25; the Lutea
Hybrids begin about June 1st, and the ordinary Chinese herbaceous
peonies about June 10.

Paeonia lutea is easily raised from seed and blooms on quite young
plants. The tree peonies are not so easy, requiring some special
care; but anyone who wants to develop a large collection of tree
peonies can, if he knows how, get a group of magnificent varieties by
growing seedlings of a fine strain. Only, what he saves in money he
will spend in time, for tree peonies do not usually bloom until they
have had five or six seasons of growth. But whether the bill is paid
in money or time, a bed of fine tree peonies cannot fail to be worth
all it has cost."
(From "Tree Peonies, an exciting adventure," A. P. Saunders, Bulletin of

the APS, Nr. 92, December 1943).
With this background Nassos Daphnis began his breeding work

with tree peonies in the Gratwick Nursery in Pavilion, which was to
last for years. Here he found a great genetic pool of culture-forms of
Paeonia suffruticosa or Moutans mainly of Japanese origin, and
many plants of Paeonia lutea. As pollen parents he chose beautiful
Moutan-forms of brilliant colours and shapes, lovely foliage, and fine
general structure. So as not to make the same mistake as his French
predecessors he selected from the Paeonia lutea-iorms there available
seed parents with especially beautiful colours and stems that were as
strong as possible. He also saw to it that the pollen parents didn't
have too heavy double flowers, to prevent the flowers of the hybirds
thus created from drooping into the foliage. The experience of his
predecessors in the breeding of Lutea-hybrids had taught him that
the Moutan pollen is more receptive to the lutea than the Lutea
pollen on the Moutan; moreover the forms of the Moutan as a rule
flower earlier than Paeonia lutea and Paeonia delawayi; so he began
pollinating flowers of Paeonia lutea with pollen of Moutan-forms.
A glance at the practical tasks of crossing
Here it is necessary to throw a glance at the technical side of

crossing tree peonies. Nassos Daphnis first collected pollen from the
selected Moutan-plants. The pollen thus obtained was then dried to
conserve it and keep it germinable. There are several methods to do
this. Nassos Daphnis dried the pollen under a light bulb and then
kept it well sealed. When the mother plants of the Paeonia lutea
were just about to open their flowers, the petals of the opening buds
and the anthers, which were not out yet, were carefully removed.
What was left of the flower buds were now only the carpels and the
stigma, which at this stage is not yet ready to receive the pollen. So
it is covered by a little bag to prevent a possible cross-pollination by
bees. 2 or 3 days later the stigma is ready to receive the pollen which
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it shows by getting moist and secreting a liquid that makes it possi
ble for the pollen grains to germinate and to fertilize the sex-cells in
the carpels. The stigma that has been pollinated with the pollen of
the selected father plant is then again covered by a bag. Warm
weather favors the fertilization and seed-growth, while cool and rainy
weather have an unfavorable influence on the process. Now the
breeder just has to wait and hope that by September the seeds will
have ripened. As soon as the carpels of the mother plant begin to
open, the seeds are collected. Nassos Daphnis first disinfects them
with a fungicide, then places them in moist sand in a little plastic
bag, which is tightly sealed, then he leaves them thus in room tem
perature for 2 to 3 months. Then the plastic bag is placed into the
fridge for another 2 to 3 months, where the seeds begin to germinate,
i.e. the first roots appear. When in March the first little leaves
appear on the seedlings, they are planted out in separate pots. Nas
sos Daphnis is careful to plant the young plants in a way that the
seed with the two seed leaves, which are the first nourishment for
the young seedling, lies just a bit above the soil, so that later on he
can cut off the seed leaves, since it seems, that they are often
attacked by fungi, whereupon the whole plant dies.
If one looks at the processes of nature, one sees that these

processes are more or less identical: after the ripening of the seeds
they drop on the ground, live through a period of warmth which is
mostly accompanied by late Summer and Autumn rains. In the fol
lowing cold Winter period, the seeds germinate, and in Spring the
first leaves appear. If you leave the seeds of tree peonies on to ripen
in your garden, you will often find little seedlings around your plants
in the following years. That happens quite frequently with Paeonia
lutea and Paeonia delawayi. A lady of my acquaintance has a whole
bed of Paeonia delawayi full of dozens of small seedlings of that won
derful wild tree peony.

The breeder and the philosopher
What we have written above so far are only the technical aspects

of Nassos Daphnis' 50-year-old breeding work. For him the knowl
edge of the biological processes, of the genetic connections and of the
practical breeding tasks are only conditions of workmanship. What
is just as important for him is the philosophical and cultural back
ground of his work.

In his studio on West Broadway, amidst paintings and painter's
tools, I spent some wonderful hours with a man who succeeded not
only in expressing beauty with paints and brushes, but also in mak
ing it shine out in his peony breeding. Nassos Daphnis is not
obsessed by the false ambition of many breeders to produce new
uncommon and spectacular flowers (e.g. blue roses, etc.), which are
only too often questionable caricatures of nature. It is enough for
him to perfect the original harmony and geometry or order of the
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peony flowers in his work. His flowers were to fill the spectator with
feelings of calm, happiness and deep satisfaction. This beauty, how
ever, has to be present within the spectator himself, otherwise he
would not be able to recognize it. As Goethe so admirably put it:

"If the eye were not sun-like, how could it ever see the sun?"
Nassos Daphnis is of the opinion that creating beauty gives the

greatest satisfaction to the breeder. This beauty, however, must har
monize with nature; only then it radiates calm and happiness and
can fill the spectator with these feelings. A plant is only then really
beautiful, if nothing impairs this calm and harmony. In this respect,
the breeder must consider his creation as a whole, i.e. he can't only
think of creating a beautiful flower, he must keep an eye on the
whole plant, its habitudes, leaf, and structure. Perhaps this insight
goes back to the early experience of the little farmer's boy in Greece
who had to learn that he could not graft indiscriminately different
sorts of fruits on one rootstock, but had to obey the laws of nature.

The beauty ideal of harmony, geometry and symmetry of a flower
is also valid for the relation of centre and its surrounding of the
flower. The petals surround the centre of the flower. This centre is
the most important part of the plant, since it serves for reproduction
and so for continuity of life. All of Nassos Daphnis' creations show a
beautiful centre which is surrounded by harmonious petals. The sig
nificance of the centre or middle also finds its expression in his art
all of his paintings circle round a fixed centre.
I have known Nassos Daphnis as a modest man who drew no

commercial profit from his creations; true to his philosophy that the
greatest satisfaction for the breeder is creating beauty for the joy of
mankind. In the course of his long life, he grew 500 seedlings, of
which he only had 50 registered as sorts. He was very exacting in his
creations. If he had a plant as a sort registered, it did not only have
to meet his demands of natural harmony and geometry (or symme
try), it also had to be a real novelty. Moreover he observes a new
plant for years before he has it registered as a new sort.

The names of the Daphnis-hybrids
When Nassos Daphnis named a creation of his, the name had to

harmonize with the flower:
In his 'Gauguin' the spectator is struck by the strong colors that

are characteristic of the French painter Paul Gauguin.
Demetra' with its full golden yellow petals with a red margin,

symbolizes the fertility of the Greek Goddess of earth.
In Persephone' with its soft light yellow, almost transparent

petals, the delicacy and virginity of Demetra's daughter finds an ade
quate expression.

With strong dark-red flowers Hephestos,' the Greek god of fire
and forge, manifests itself. In the middle of the double dark red
flower the yellow centre of the golden stamens shine like flashes. A
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top sort!
In Redon' we meet the vivid pastel tints of the floral paintings

of Odilon Redon. The huge flowers blossom on the same plant either
in a pale pink with a bluish tint or peach-colored.

The various Daphnis-hybrids
His first successful cross which he produced in 1946, blossomed

10 years later for the first time in a beautiful pink. Unfortunately, it
died after the first flowering. In the first years he only obtained
about 5 to 20 seeds a year from his crosses. This is no wonder, since
Moutan and Paeonia lutea can't easily be crossed with each other. Of
those seedlings of the first years only few survived the 8 to 10 years
that it takes to cultivate a full-grown tree peony till its flower has
stabilized itself.

The F-l crosses
Of the first F1-crosses performed in the years of 1946 to 1949 the

following crosses have been registered with names by the American
Peony Society.

Tria' (Pedigree unknown) bears its name for two reasons. First

ly
, it has its origin in the third crossing that Nassos Daphnis made,

and secondly, it has three flowers on each stem. The first of the three
big buds opens at the same time as the Moutans. 4 or 5 days later,
the second and then the third bud opens. So this hybrid has an
extraordinarily long flowering period. The strong stems keep the
flowers well above the foliage. The petals, in a clear yellow, open
gradually into a flower whose aspect is similar to nicely frilled or
creased silk.

'Artemis' (Paeonia lutea #14 x 'White Queen') flowers with pure
pale yellow silken petals. It grows vigorously and is highly successful
in the market. Artemis is the name of the Greek goddess of hunting,
as well as the name of Nassos Daphnis' daughter.

Avra' originates from the same crossing as 'Artemis.' Its flow
ers, however, are white. It is very interesting, to see again and again
how widely different descendants can have their origin in the same
crossings. Avra is the Greek word for the cool breeze, which blows in
from the sea in the morning. In 'Artemis' the yellow of the mother
plant Paeonia lutea dominates, as is usual in such crosses, whereas
in Avra' the white of the white blooming father plant Moutan
remained dominant.

Demetra' (Paeonia lutea #26 x 'Shentenchi') has double flowers
with golden petals, whose margins are tinted red. The flowers are on
strong stalks above the foliage.

Gaugin' (Paeonia lutea #26 x 'Shentenchi') here the inside of
every deep red petal shines with yellow flames that reach from the
base to the margin of the petal. On the outside of the petals red
veins run through a deep yellow. From the deep red centre of the
flower the yellow anthers shine like flashes. The vivid bright exotic
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colours remind the spectator of the paintings of Paul Gauguin.
'Kronos' (Paeonia lutea #1 x Ubatama) (also known under the

name Hatsu-Garasu) has deep dark red flowers with a blue tinge.
A heavy double flower, which when fully open droops slightly. A dra
matic sight in full sunlight and a good contrast to other hybrids.
Named after the Greek god of Time.

'Marie Laurencin' (Paeonia lutea #3 x 'White Empress') has a
beautifully shaped flower, with pink to purple petals which on the
outside are silvery. A delicate, feminine plant named after the
painter Marie Laurencin.

'Persephone' (Paeonia lutea #20 x 'White Empress') is the most
delicate F2-cross as to colour, substance and foliage. The petals are
of a pale, velvety, almost transparent yellow. They have gently
rounded margins. The leaves are narrow. This plant was named
after Demetra's daughter Persephone.

Persepolis' (Paeonia lutea #52 x Ubatama ) flowers vigorously.
The flowers, of a clear, festive red are on strong stalks above the
foliage. The plant takes its name from the ancient Persian capital.

Redon' (Paeonia lutea #26 x 'Shentenchi') was named after the
painter Odilon Redon who is known for his flower painting in strong
pastel colours. So far, no other Lutea-hybrid has larger flowers
maybe either a blush-tinged pink or peach-colored. The flowers, up
to 25 cm blossoming on same plant.

Tessera' (Paeonia lutea x unknown Japanese Moutan) originates
from the fourth crossing, which accounts for the name. The flowers
are single, with rather smaller petals in pale peach color.

'Themis' (Paeonia lutea #3 x 'White Empress') has two rows of
petals. The inner circle forms a lovely bowl, whereas the outer circle
lies rather flat. It is of a light pink with a blue tinge. At the base it
deepens into red. Themis was the Greek goddess of justice, law and
order.

Aphrodite' (Paeonia lutea #20 x White Empress') the double
flower has three rows of petals, which open into a pale creamy yellow
which in the course of the flowering period change into white. The
plant remains low and has strikingly wavy foliage. The centre is
tinted slightly red.

The results of these first F1 crossings shows the great genetic
abundance in the Japanese forms of the Moutan. We can see this
abundance in the great variety of colours and forms which we find in
the offsprings Gauguin,' Redon,' and 'Demetra' of the pink bloom
ing Shintenchi.

The BCl-backcrosses
In 1949 Nassos Daphnis, for the purpose of studies, went to Paris

and Florence where he stayed for over two years. On his return, he
found two rarities of breeding in Gratwick Nursery, which opened
new possibilities for further gorgeous creations.
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Old Professor Saunders found, in two seed carpels of his F1-
hybrids 2 seed grains, which he looked after till they germinated.
This was a great success for him, since up to that event F1-hybrids
had been sterile. With these two seedlings, further breeding was now
possible, for the F2 generation of peonies is fertile again. Professor
Saunders could no longer put the potential that lay in those two
seedlings into use, for his life was drawing towards its end, so he
gave them to Bill Gratwick as a gift. These two seedlings which Pro
fessor Saunders named cross Nr. 12788 and cross Nr. 16'718!!! were
called F2 A and F2 B by Bill Gratwick and Nassos Daphnis.

Nassos Daphnis recognized the breeding values of these plants
and looked for good crossing possibilities. He saw that they were
unsuitable as mother plants and examined their pollen and its fertili
ty under the microscope. When it turned out to be fertile Nassos
Daphnis looked for possible mother plants and found them in various
F1 Lutea-hybrids of Professor Saunders. The genetic distance of F2
pollen from the pure Paeonia lutea and the pure Moutan-forms
seemed to him to be too great. Against the protest of Bill Gratwick,
who believed a crossing of F1-plants with the pollen of the F2-plants
of Professor Saunders to be impossible, Nassos Daphnis began in
1953 with the first backcrossing of F2 pollen on the F1-plants. For
this he used exclusively F1-hybrids of Professor Saunders as mother
plants and pollen of the above-mentioned F2 A and F2 B of Professor
Saunders. At the first go he received 75 seeds and in the following
years another 150 seeds. The BC1-crosses (Backcrosses 1) had a
greater vitality and fertility than their parents. Their pollen could
fertilize flowers of the pure Moutan as well as F1, F2 and BC1.

Of these BC1 the following seedlings were registered as name
sorts:

Aurura ( Wings of the Morning' x F2 A) is a semi-double
hybrid with three rows of petals. The flower is of a light yellow, then
changes to off-white in the course of the flowering period and has red
blotches at the base of the petals. Aurora was the Greek goddess of
dawn.

Phaedra' ('Segovia' x F2B) is half-double with rounded, well-
shaped petals. The flowers are red with a blue tinge and have dark
blotches at the base which form a dark mysterious centre. It bears
the name of Theseus' unfortunate wife.

'Helios' ( Golden Hind' x F2B) bears the name of the Greek god
of the sun. The double flowers shine especially in the morning light
in a soft yellow.

Terpsichore' ( Amber Moon' x F2A), the muse of dance has
single flowers with two rows of petals. The coral pink flowers are
interlaced with red and orange veins and often have an apricot-col
ored tinge. The vividly wavy petals suggest the idea of dancing.

Hephestos' ( Thunderbolt x F2A) flowers in the purest red.
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The petals are slightly frilled and doited. The spectator feels the
warmth and the fire glowing on the forge of the Greek god of fire.
The large flowers stand rigidly upright.
A very difficult crossing with a wonderful result
In a further step Nassos Daphnis tried reversing the crossing, i.e.

pollinating a pure Moutan with F2 pollen, which was most difficult,
because the F2 plants and the pure Moutan were genetically still
very different. In Spring of 1959 he prepared 800 Moutan flowers
and pollinated them with F2 pollen. When in September the seeds
should have been ripe, the disappointment was great: walking from
plant to plant the two friends found only empty carpels. Then Bill
Gratwick remembered a lost pollinated flower in a forgotten corner of
his nursery. There they found in fact one only carpel with one only
seed grain, which later germinated. This seed grain was the origin of
the famous 'Zephyrus' ( Suiho-haku x F2A). This peony, named
after the Greek god of the west wind has flowers in a wonderful
lavender and mother-of-pearl tint; there are maroon blotches at the
base. The flowers may be more or less double.

The chance of getting one germitable seed with this cross was, as
he later reckoned, 1 : 50 000 (800 flowers x 4 to 5 carpels x 10 to 15
possible seed-embryos per carpel).

BC2 and BC3 (backcrosses 2 and 3)
With further backcrossing the genetic share of Moutan genetic

qualities increased, so that soon crossings in both directions became
possible with pure Moutan. From 1959 to 1968 plants with ca. 75%
Moutan share were cultivated. Now at last it had become possible to
combine the beauty of the Moutan with the vitality and the strong
yellow and red tints of the Paeonia lutea and Paeonia delawayi.
From these backcrosses originated the following sorts:

Iphigenia' (BC2 x Daioh [deep pink]) is a BC3 backcross. The
plant which is named after the daughter of Agamemnon has single
deep red flowers which are formed by two rows of well-shaped petals
with maroon basal blotches. The inner row of petals curve back
wards, while the outer petals lie flat. Unfortunately, the plant is
infertile in both directions.

'Ariadne' (BC2 x Impomon [red]) is also a BC3 backcross with
peach-colored petals which are slightly red-fringed at the margin.
Ariadne' is semi-double: the inner row of petals are beautifully
curved. Ariadne, king Minos' daughter helped Theseus to defeat the
Minotaurus in the ill-famed labyrinth.

Leda' ('Kokamon' [red] x BC2), a BC3 backcross flowers mauve-
pink with strong streaky veins. The single, very large flowers dis
play, their beautiful centre and the radiating dark basal blotches
when quite open. Leda, the legendary queen of Sparta, who in the
shape of a swan was loved by Zeus, was the mother of the twins Cas
tor and Pollux. Leda' germinated in the studio of the artist on West
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Broadway in New York.
'Prometheus' (BC1 x Daioh ) a BC2 backcross flowers in a

dynamic flame-like red. The semi-double flower is formed by frilled,
notched and dotted petals which grow out of the centre like flames.
Prometheus was the titan who stole the fire for mankind.

Medea' ( Guardian of the Monastery' [mauve-lavender] x F3),
the legendary princess and sorceress from Kolchis, flowers with sin
gle blossoms in a red that changes into a deep maroon. The waved
petals form two circles. The inner petals form an irregular framing
of the center, while the outer petals curve outward.

Nike' (BC 2 x Guardian of the Monastery ) flowers with
coral- and peach-colored petals which are rounded and slightly
notched. Two rows surround a centre with yellow anthers; the dark
red blotches at the base set interesting accents. Nike is the Greek
goddess of victory.

Accidental seedlings
At the same time there grew at Gratwick Nursery also seedlings

from so-called "open pollination,'' i.e. seeds which were not purposely
pollinated by the breeder but accidentally by bees.

From these numerous seedlings, the following sorts were culti
vated:

Icarus' (seed parents was a F1-cross of Nassos Daphnis) flow
ers in an excellent red. The single flowers are formed by two rows of
notched and doited petals. One might think that the inner petals
were trying to reach up at the sky, while the outer petals spread like
wings. Icarus, Daedalus' son, was the first man in Greek mythology
who succeeded in flying.

Maia' (seed parent was a BC1 cross) flowers in a light red. The
semi-double flowers are formed by three rows of regularly-shaped
petals which surround a marvelous dark center with blotches at the
base. Maia was the daughter of Atlas and was said to be the most
beautiful woman in Greek mythology.

'Hestia' (seed parent was a BC1 cross) produces double flowers
in a warm red. The narrow slightly frilled petals form 3 to 5 rows.
Hestia was the Greek goddess of the hearth.

Boreas' (seed parent was a F1 crossing) has semi-double flowers
in a very dark burgundy red. The petals are frilled and turn in vari
ous directions. In Greek mythology Boreas was the god of the north
wind.

'Pluto' (seedling of 'Corsair' [dark red]) the god of the under
world, has dark red double flowers. If a ray of light falls on the
flower the spectator gets the impression of a glowing painted glass
window. The vigorous plant reaches a height of 150 cm and bears its
fragrant flowers above the foliage. Pluto is fertile in both directions.

The more Moutan genes the more beautiful the flowers?
In 1984, Nassos Daphnis tried to increase the genetic Moutan
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share, which was 75% to 85% by crossing Moutan with plants that
already had a genetic share of Moutan of 75%. As the genetic share
of Moutan was already 75% and the respective parents were geneti
cally already closely related it was possible to cross in both direc
tions. It was true that he got 93 seeds from 228 crosses, but these
produced plants that practically look like pure Moutan. It seems
that the Lutea genes are overpowered by the Moutan genes in such a
crossing.

As a next step he has 1996 pollinated Lutea-hybrids containing
87,5% Moutan genes with pollen of a pure Moutan, hoping to achieve
better results with this reversed crossing. Whether this is successful
we will know in about 10 years.

The new registered Hybrids
Nassos Daphnis had his latest sorts that have partly flowered for

a long time registered last year. They will here be mentioned for the
engaged peony lover, though they won't be on sale as novelties before
about 10 years at the earliest:

Dionysos' F2 bright red like Gauguin,' single
Urania' BC1 golden yellow single
'Daedalus' F2 very dark red, burgundy color, semi-double
Isadora' yellow with red overcast, single
'Thalia' BC3 dark pink, single to semi-double
Antigone' BC2 golden yellow single
'Sappho' F3 light purple to red, single
'Clytie' BC2 white with red basal blotches, single
Rhea' BC3 bright pink, semi-double
Calypso' F2 yellow with red outlines, like Coronal'
In 1996, Nassos Daphnis had 3 further magnificant plants regis

tered: i

Oread' BC2 (Daphnis seedling #404 x Gessekei' [white]) back-
cross, semi-double, flowers in delicate pink with a darker center. It is
named after the mountain nymphe Oread.

'Argonaut' (Daphnis Seedling #378) self-pollinated backcross. It
is named after the Argonaut saga. With its strong dark center this
flower reminds us of the energy and force of decision of the Argonauts
who braved all danger and brought the Golden Fleece from Colchis to
Greece. Starting from the dark basal blotches the petals change into
a delicate pink and end in a strong red edge, a magnificent creation.

Marie Teressa' (Daphnis seedling 404) is named after the
dancer Marie Teressa. The well-shaped double flower is of a bright
dark pink. The plant is very floriferous, and holds its flowers beauti
fully upright.

Breeding outlook
Several young breeders use Nassos Daphnis' hybrids for their

breeding tasks. Zlatana J. Draskovich from Gary, Indiana, succeeded
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in crossing 'Zephyrus' with 'Leda,' Leda' with Shima Daijin'
(Japanese Moutan), and 'Hephestos' with Shima Daijin.' The
respective plants were registered under the name 'Dr. Gary E.
Jones,' Indiana Jones' (a sport of the formere), Marilyn Jones'
and Betty Jandura.'

The genetic potential of the cultivars the Moutan and the Paeonia
lutea, Paeonia delawayi, and Paeonia potaninii forms contain
unthought-of possibilities for breeders. Nassos Daphnis' greatest wish
is for young breeders to carry on his work.
A strange idea?
To conclude I should like to raise a question which might seem

strange to many readers. It is well-known that there may be quite
intensive relations between plants and people, and if you like, even
something like a communication. Respective experiments have
proved that. Is it possible then that between the breeder and the
plants he produces, by crossing, there may be such a relationship,
too? i.e., is there a possible (spiritual) influence on the genetic
process in the fertilizing operations? I should like to leave this specu
lative question open. One might believe so, if one considers the cross
ing results of Nassos Daphnis, who from only about 500 seedlings
achieved so many top sorts, which are true masterworks.
A wonderful peony collection
In Pavilion near Rochester (New York) the former Gratwick Nurs

ery is still in existence. Here all the creations of Professor Saunders,
Bill Gratwick and Nassos Daphnis are united, as a sort of national
collection. Peony lovers obtain free access by appointment. Address
and phone number:

Lee Gratwick
1912 York Road, Pavilion, NY 14525 USA
Telephone: 1-716/584-3913
PS In March, 1996, it was extremely cold. I had the chance to

visit Nassos Daphnis in his studio in New York. Together with Don
Hollingsworth, who came from Missouri to New York, I could spend
some wonderful hours with a peony breeder and painter. In the world
of the peonies, we find some plants, which can be called living cultural
monuments. Such living cultural monuments are, for example, the
Chinese Yao Huang,' a cultivar from the period of the Sung dynasty,
or the Japanese Shintenchi.' I am sure that Nassos Daphnis creat
ed some living cultural monuments, for example, 'Hephestos' or
Zephyrus,' which will live in the next centuries in our gardens, as
well as the Yao Huang' has flowered in Chinese gardens for about
900 years. These living cultural monuments are precious symbols of
the creativity of human spirit.

Walter Good
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BLIGHTS AND CONTROL IN PEONIES
Although many people still believe that peonies are free from dis

ease, the fact remains that these plants are susceptible to a number
of troubles, some of which are of minor and others of major impor
tance. These diseases are of various types, including blights, stem
rot, wilt, root-knot, leaf-spots, and virus troubles.

BOTRYTIS BLIGHT
Of the several diseases to which peonies are susceptible, Botrytis

Blight should receive first consideration as the most common and
generally destructive. Various reports in the literature would indi
cate that the disease occurs in practically all regions in temperate
North America and Europe where peonies are grown. The chief loss
es from Botrytis Blight are the destruction of young shoots early in
the Spring and the blighting or rotting of the buds and flowers. In
addition, the foliage may be blighted, thus serving to reduce the vigor
of the plants as well as to detract from their ornamental value.

Early in the Spring, the causal fungus attacks the young succu
lent shoots and causes them to wilt suddenly and to topple. Shoots in
all stages of growth, lip to and including those showing buds, are sus
ceptible to this type of injury, which is characterized by a soft brown
rot of the stem that extends above and below the surface of the soil.
In rare instances, the rot may extend down into the roots. Small
buds, when attacked, cease growth and turn black. A bud blast simi
lar in appearance to that produced by Botrytis blight can result from
other causes, such as Phytophthora blight, poor vigor of the plants,
and too deep planting. When older buds are affected, the petals
become watery and matted, turn brown, and die. In later stages, the
rot may extend down the flower stem for a considerable distance.
Open flowers, when attacked, turn brown, droop, and become a rotted
mass of petals. Infected leaves exhibit circular or triangular lesions
with zonations of dark and light brown. The lesions vary consider
ably in size, and in some instances may involve an entire leaflet. The
fungus may grow down through an infected leaf into the stem where
a typical brown canker is formed.

CONTROL
Measures for the control of Botrytis blight should begin with a

thorough clean-up each Fall. As soon as the tops have died down, all
stems, leaves, and other plant debris should be carefully gathered
and burned. Many of the better growers go to the extent of pulling
the soil away from the crowns thus to cut off the stems as close as
possible to the roots. Experience has proved that sanitation of this
sort will serve to destroy the overwintering pathogene and materially
reduce, if not completely eliminate, infection the following season.
The effective control to be gained from this practice for Botrytis
blight and many other diseases of the peony cannot be emphasized
too much.
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The following Spring, all rotted or wilting shoots should be
removed and destroyed as soon as detected. It is also advisable to
remove infected leaves and buds in the same manner. If a mulch has
been used for Winter protection, the covering should be removed ear
ly in the Spring to prevent damp conditions around the young shoots.
Apply Bordeaux spray early in the season when the pink eye of the
peony first is seen, then spray three times, ten days apart.

Certain cultural practices will also prove beneficial. Thus, when
making new plantings, the clumps should be given adequate space in
order to prevent the development of large dense clusters, which serve
to promote conditions favorable to attacks of the fungus. For the
same reason, old established plantings should be dug and divided
when necessary. The use of sunny, open exposures will aid consider
ably in preventing serious epidemics of the Botrytis blight disease.

Field observations indicate that peony varieties vary widely with
regard to relative susceptibility to the disease.

PHYTOPHTHORA BLIGHT
Like all leaf diseases of the peony that show up only after the

blooming period, this disease should be controlled by frequent spray
ings with Bordeaux mixture during July and August. A spraying pro
gram combined with the removal and destruction by burning of all
the old Botrytis blight and leaf blotch, should prove efficacious for
this disease also.

P^ONIA
An International Quarterly Newsletter for Peony

Hybridizers and Enthusiasts

One year trial subscription just $4.00
5-year regular subscription just $25.00

Learn from the experienced
Share information and ideas with others who share your love

for the peony

P-ffiONIA was started over 25 years ago as an informal newsletter for
beginning and advanced hybridists alike. It contains helpful "How to"
articles on a wide range of subjects from seed germination to seedling
culture, from pollen collection and handling to pollination techniques
and much more.

For a free sample copy write to:

PiEONIA Newsletter
46 Exeter St.

W. Newton, Mass. 02165

published continuously since 1970
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WHY PEONIES FAIL TO BLOOM
Flower buds killed by late frost.
Buds, stems and leaves attacked by botrytis in early spring turn
black.

Small divisions often do not reach the flowering stage for two or
three years.

Avoid planting under trees or too close to tall shrubs or house walls.

SPECIALIZING IN

OWN ROOT TREE PEONIES

Herbs & Peonies
27015 SW Ladd Hill Rd.

Sherwood, OR U.S.A. 97140

P t I <&? on Richard W. Rogers° 9 * UU Ph. (503) 625-7548 Fax (503) 625-1667

OFFICIAL AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY PEONIES
Peony Handbook 1976 - 1986

Herbaceous Peonies
and

Compiled and edited by Greta M.
Kessenich in cooperation with the
nomenclature committee of the
American Peony Society.Tree Peony Culture

Second EditionCOVERING SUCH SUBJECTS AS:
Peony types 10 -Year

Update
Peony propagation
Successful root dividing and grafting
Proper planting
How to fertilize
Disease control Registered Peonies

and Tree PeoniesHow to raise exhibition blooms

Price per copy $6.00 Postpaid $10
American Peony Society

250 Interlachen Rd., Hopkins. MN 55343 American Peony Society
250 Interlachen Road
Hopkins, MN 55343



ASV Edition
SOL© OUT-

2nd Printing

ARRIVED'-

THE PEONIES
BY

John C.Wister, Editor
Prepared under his editorship by M. D.
Bigger, M. C. Karrels, W. H. Krekier, G. W.
Peyton, P.P. Pirone, Silvia Saunders, G. S.
Wister, H.E. Wolfe

TYPICAL CHAPTER
TREATMENTS INCLUDE:
> SPECIES
descriptions by famous
authority Col. Frederick Stern
HISTORY
ot hybrid varieties
DISEASE CONTROL
and proper plant husbandry
TREE PEONIES
and propogration through
grafting of scions to
herbaceous root segments

> LISTING OF VARIETIES
favored throughout the
decades
LOCATION
of peonies in public and
private gardens
APS HISTORY
as it nears a 100th
anniversary

PEONY GARDENERS will welcome

this classic work just reprinted, "THE
PEONIES" by J. C. Wister

THE PEONIES treats every facet

of peony culture from flashbacks through
a 2,000 year herbaceous and tree peony
culture to modern propogration and
hybridizing techniques. It also includes

hundreds of listings for recommended
varieties plus thumbnail descriptions of old

standbys a truly remarkable work
highlighting a remarkable flower.

Send your order to:

AMERICAN
PEONY SOCIETY
250 Interlachen Road
Hopkins, MN 55343



PEQN1ES
Estate Peonies
Tree Peonies
Fancy Hosta
Tetraploid
Hemerocallis
Siberian Iris
Pulmonaria
Achillea

Asarum Ferns
& many others.

Send$4.00foryourColoredCatalog
(refundablewithfirstorder)

KLEHfll
nuf/ery

Route5,
Box 197
Penny Rd.
South

Barrington,II.
60010-9555

^ Back in Thyme
A bimonthlynewsletterabout

heirloomflowers, herbs andprairie plants
and thepeople whogrow and usethem.

Subscriptions
$20 a year (USA) ; Sample copy, $4

Back in Thyme Publications
517E. 4th., Tonganoxie,KS 66086

913-845-9309(office), 913-865-1462(form)
Fax,913-845-9313,E-MailBacknThyme@AOL.com

Si

Call Toll Free 1-800-553-3715

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
RATES SCHEDULE

SINGLE
Size of Ad Insertion 4 Insertions
1/8 page $ 7.50 $ 25.00
1/4 page 12.50 40.00
1/3 page 15.00 50.00
1/2 page 20.00 65.00
full page 30.00 100.00

Outstanding
Results!

Lookforournew3.5-lbsizewatersolublesand
thenewSchultz*SuperSprayer*Lawn&GardenFeeder

PEONIES
SEVALD NURSERY
Dept. 1 1
4937 3rd Av. So.
Mpls., MN 55409

Color Catalog $1.00
(Refund with order)

Also try:BloomPlus AcidPlus
LawnFoodPlus PosePlus

' TomatoPlus'
ScdultzComnany,StLowsMO



THE NEW PEONY FARM

Superb Quality Herbaceous Peonies
Our Catalog is free upon request.

Box 18235 St. Paul, Minnesota 55118

Looking to Purchase Collections ofNamed Variety Tree Peonies.
Also selling wide variety of Tree Peonies. Aged 3 years and up.
Japanese Tree Peonies Specialty. Shipments start Fall 1997.

Smirnow's Son's Peonies
168 Maple Hill Road Huntington, NY 11743 USA

Phone (516)-421-0836 Fax (516)-421-0818
Catalog $2.00

DON HOLLINGSWORTH PEONIES
Featuring our own originations Hybrid Herbaceous

(both earlies and mid-season kinds), Itoh Hybrids and Lactiflora
Type, and a selection of other choice varieties. List available.

RR 3, Box 27
Maryville, Missouri 64468

Tel: (816) 562-3010

Fern-leaf Peony

Peonies
Hundreds to choose from

...a treasury of cold-hardy hard-to-find
perennials for your gardening pleasure...

Busse Gardens
"Db. <=Minntiota <Piicnnia[ <Pcofifc

'

P.O. Box N
Cokato, MN 55321
612-286-2654

Catalog $2.00 - Deduct from first order



PEONIES, TREE PEONIES and DAFFODILS
Grown in Michigan's North Country

Your assurance of quality, hardiness and vigor.
Send $1 .00 for our color catalog.

REATH'S NURSERY
County Road 577, N-195, Vulcan, Michigan 49892

Telephone (906) 563-9777

PEONIES HEMEROCALLIS
Send $3.00 for our 113th Anniversary Catalog.

Over 1,200 varieties to choose from in full color.
Catalog deductible from first catalog order.

Call or write for wholesale listing.
GILBERT H. WILD AND SON, INC.

1112 Joplin Street Sarcoxie, Missouri 64862
Phone (417) 548-3514 Fax (417) 548-6831

APS 697

CAPRICE FARM NURSERY
featuring

The finest of Peony cultivars.
Also daylilies, beardless iris and hosta. $2.00
(deductible) will bring you both Spring and Fall
colored catalogs.

15425P Pleasant Hill, Sherwood, OR 97140
Phone: (503) 625-7241 Fax: (503) 625-5588

Interested in Daffodils?
Join THE AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, INC.
Membership brings you

Basic information on daffodil culture, types and classification, recom
mended varieties, shown procedures, and places to buy bulbs.
The Daffodil Journal, a quarterly of the Society, just full of information
you should have.
The privilege of attending local, regional and national meetings.
And new friends all over the USA, all enthusiastic about Daffodils.

Annual Membership $20.00 J FOUNDED
Don't delay. Send your check today to: f 1954
AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, INC.
Executive Secretary Mrs. Paul Gripshover

1686 Gray Fox Trails Milford, Ohio 45150-1521
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1

The Permanent Metal Label
A Hairpin Style Markers 100 for $25.45
B Plant or Shrub Labels 100 for $ 8.90
C Cap Style Markers 100 for $22.60
D Swinging Style Markers 100 for $21.40
E Rose Markers 100 for $25.80
F Tall Display Markers 100 for $32.65
G Tall Single Staff Markers 100 for $26.50
H Flag Style Markers 100 for $20.95J Small Plant Labels 100 for $ 8.30
K Tie-On Labels 100 for $13.95
M Miniature Markers 100 for $19.20

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
1 Each: A, B, C, D, E, H, J and K

With Waterproof Crayon, Only $3.75

Paw Paw Everlast Label Company
P.O. BOX 93-AP

PAW PAW, MICHIGAN 49079-0093

QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE PRICES INCLUDE PREPAID POSTAGE

Chinese Tree Peonies
In 1997 we will offer a new catalog
with 80 varieties of mudan described
in detail color, shape, size of flower,
fragrance, plant height and period of
season. We import and sell only true
to name varieties of classic plants. All

plants are at least three years old. The catalog is $3.00.
We also offer the most complete color album of the

traditional mudan. It contains over 450 color photos
with descriptions in English and Chinese, and is the best
book on Chinese tree peonies ever printed. See for your
self the variety of blooms in single, semi-double and
many, many configurations of double flowers, in colors of
white to darkest maroon. Hardcover-$125.00

Kasha and David Furman
Cricket Hill Garden

670 Walnut Hill Road Box PS
Thomaston, CT 06787
Tel. 860-283-1042
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1st Printing a SELL-OUT!

. . . Now
2nd Printing

i

Compiled and edited
by Greta M. Kessenich.

81/2x11, 232 pages, and still
priced at just . . . $15.

Where but through the efforts of
the APS can you avail yourself of
EVERYTHING there is to know
about PEONIES . . . culture,
history, exhibitions, ratings,
nomenclature and propagation
techniques all excerpted from APS
Bulletins since 1904! Articles by

thc
be/t
of 75
qcoi/

such peony "greats" as Saunders,
Auten, Peyton, Wister, and Gayle
are joined by contemporaries such
as Krekler, Wild, Hollingsworth,
Lienau, Karrels and scores of
others. Get your copy of "The Best
Of 75 Years" there's nothing in
the world like it!

AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY
250 Interlachen Road, Hopkins, MN 55343
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1ST EDITION ....PEONIES
A HISTORY OF PEONIES AND THEIR ORIGINATIONS
oupiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich in cooperation with the

nomenclature committee of the American Peony Society
In Three Parts
I. VARIETY CHECKLIST

Based on a list compiled and edited by
Mr. & Mrs. Byron Gist, completed in 1956,
and kept on file at Kingwood Center, Mans
field, Ohio.
REGISTERED PEONIES
Compiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich
from bulletins of the American Peony Society.
All varieties registered with the American
Peony Society are listed.
INTRODUCERS OF PEONIES AND THEIR
PRODUCTIONS
Peony varieties listed by growers and de
velopers with emphasis on information pro
vided by George W. Peyton during the years
he was secretary and editor.

5,000 INDIVIDUAL ENTRIES
Peony growers who have had to rely on
fragmented sources for tracking down
peony varieties and their origins can now
avail themselves of this magnificent work
a spiral bound, 9x12 inch book which

lists and presents a capsule history of all
varieties in commerce. It is the result of a
monumental research, compilation and
editing effor tby Greta Kessenich and the
nomenclature committee consisting of
three American Peony Society past presi
dents: Roy G. Klehm, Marvin C. Karrels,
and Clarence O. Lienau.

ORDER YOUR FIRST EDITION COPY NOW!
You'll enjoy this fine companion to your interest in peonies and refe
to it many times during the course of your peony gardening activity,
It bears a beautiful color cover, contains 162 pages and is printed on
fine stock. Cover and all artwork contained inside is the work of artist
Joseph F. Kuczek. Price per copy $20.00

American Peony Society

250 Interlachen Road

Hopkins, Minnesota 55343

Please send me . copies of "The History of Peonies and
Their Originations" at $20.00 per copy for which I enclose $_

Name

Address

City State Zip




